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 Our current system ofpublic education has put the U.RS. at a
 ternible comipetitive disadvantage, Mr. Kearns avers. If things
 don't improve, who is going to do the work that needs to be
 done to keep our economy rnning?
 ...................................................................

 BY DAVID T. KEARNS

 - _ H HE FIRST WAVE of reform
 fl has broken over the nation's
 * public schools, leaving a res
 * idue of incremental changes

 and an outmoded educational
 structure still firmly in place. The sec
 ond wave must produce strategic changes
 that restructure the way our schools are

 DAVID T. KEARNS is chairman and chief
 executive officer of the Xerox Corporation,
 Stamford, Conn. He is also the co-uthor with
 Denis Doyle of Wwning the Brain Race:
 A Bold Plan to Make Our Schools Competi
 tive, which will be published in May by the
 Institute for Contemporary Studies. This ar
 ticle is adaptedfrom a speech delivered to the
 Economic Club of Detroit in October 1987.
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 organized and operate. It must create a
 new public school system characterized
 by accountability and performance.

 I believe the success of that second
 wave of reform is critical, because pub
 lic education has put this country at a
 terrible competitive disadvantage. The
 American workforce is running out of
 qualified people. If current demograph
 ic and economic trends continue, Ameri
 can business will have to hire a mil
 lion new workers a year who can't read,
 write, or count. Teaching them how -
 and absorbing the lost productivity while
 they're learning - will cost industry $25
 billion a year for as long as it takes. And
 nobody I know can say how long that will
 be. Teaching new workers basic skills is
 doing the schools' product-recall work for
 them. And frankly, I resent it.
 Today, we have to ask ourselves a

 question that never had to be asked be
 fore in this country. Who is going to do
 the work that needs to be done to keep
 our economy running?

 The Department of Labor has a new
 study on the makeup of the American
 workforce by the year 2000. Assistant
 Secretary of Labor Roger Semerad says
 that there will be a job in the future for
 every qualified person who wants one.
 The real question, he warns, is whether
 we're going to have enough qualified per
 sons to fill those jobs. The answer is no
 - not the way things look now.

 The basic skills of our workforce -
 particularly at the entry level - are sim
 ply not good enough for the United States

 'My mother's a teacher. She works
 at a three-ring circus."

 Teaching new
 workers basic skills

 is doing the
 schools' product
 recall work for

 them. And frankly,
 I resent it.

 to compete in a world economy. By 1990
 three out of four jobs will require some
 education or technical training after high
 school.

 In some fields, that requirement is al
 ready here. Adm. James Watkins, former
 chief of naval operations, says that at the
 end of World War II an American cruis
 er had a crew of 1,700 men with an aver
 age level of education of eighth grade.
 Today, the Navy's cruisers have crews of
 700 to 800 people, and their average level
 of education is two years beyond high
 school.

 The rest of the economy is rapidly
 catching up with the Navy. Once again,
 where are we going to get the skilled peo
 ple we need?

 I raised that question with the Presiden
 tial candidates in a recent letter to each
 of them. I know campaigns start slowly,
 and the candidates are still feeling their
 way, but education is supposed to be a
 high-priority issue in this campaign. So
 far, we've learned more about the candi
 dates' personal lives and their college
 transcripts than we have about their views
 on education.

 Gov. Thomas Kean of New Jersey says
 that we should expect the candidates to
 express a national agenda for education
 in "plain terms." Instead, we've been get
 ting platitudes and generalities.
 Nine of the candidates were in North

 Carolina last fall for a public forum on
 education. Denis Doyle, a senior re
 search fellow with the Hudson Institute,
 wrote in Education Week that the day's
 discussion was "empty rhetoric, virtual
 ly content-free."

 As we move into another Presidential
 election year, it's sobering to note that
 America's public schools graduate
 700,000 functionally illiterate kids every
 year - and that 700,000 more drop out.
 Four out of five young adults in a recent
 survey couldn't summarize the main point
 of a newspaper article, read a bus sched
 ule, or figure their change from a restau
 rant bill.
 A 1987 survey of 5,000 high school

 seniors in eight major cities produced
 equally dismal results. In Boston, 39%
 of the students couldn't name the six New
 England states; in Minneapolis-St. Paul,
 63 % couldn't name all seven continents;
 in Dallas, 25 % couldn't identify the coun
 try that borders the U.S. to the south.

 Public education consumes nearly 7 %
 of our gross national product. Its expen
 ditures have doubled or tripled in every
 postwar decade, even when enrollments
 declined. I can't think of any other sin
 gle sector of American society that has
 absorbed more money by serving fewer
 people with steadily declining service.

 B USINESS CAN'T let the Presi
 dential candidates off the hook.
 After all, one of them will be
 the 41st President of the United

 States.
 Business will have to force the agenda

 for school reform, or business will have
 to set its own agenda. Force it or set it
 -either way - we've got to make it our
 agenda. There's good reason for that. The
 new agenda for school reform will be
 driven by market forces and accountabil
 ity - unfamiliar ground for politicians
 and educators. That's an important dis
 tinction.

 Partnerships between business and
 education have largely failed to improve
 the schools. The reason is that business
 let education frame the problem and set
 the agenda with what I call "feel-good"
 partnerships. These partnerships hurt
 more than they help, because they keep
 shoring up a system that needs deep
 structural changes. The longer these
 changes are delayed, the greater the ago
 ny will be when the inevitable day of
 reckoning comes. In a recent issue of the

 Harvard Business Review, Ted Kolderie,
 a senior fellow and education expert at
 the Hubert Humphrey Institute of Public

 Affairs at the University of Minnesota,
 wrote that business' involvement with the
 schools today is roughly the equivalent
 of "doing your daughter's homework -
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 it's a kindness, but a misdirected kind
 ness."

 Despite its interest in education, the
 business community has been disappoint
 ingly unspecific about education reform.

 All of us who have been critics of pub
 lic education can no longer enjoy the
 luxury of criticizing without accepting

 Schools today
 ought to look

 like the smartest
 high-tech companies

 look, with lean
 structures and

 flat organizations.

 responsibility for suggesting ways to
 change the system. Our stake is too big.

 We've all been tinkering at the margins
 of the education problem for too long. It's
 time now to get to the heart of the mat
 ter. It's time now to get specific.

 I've developed an education recovery
 plan that rve asked each Presidential can
 didate to support - particularly when his
 platform committee convenes later this
 year. It's a six-point plan with one ob
 jective: complete restructuring of the
 American public education system.

 1. Choice. Today's public education
 system is a failed monopoly - bureau
 cratic, rigid, and in unsteady control of
 dissatisfied, captive markets. Competi
 tion for students and dollars would break
 that monopoly and invigorate the schools.
 They would succeed in a free market
 governed by supply and demand, where
 individual schools compete with each oth
 er for faculty and customers.

 Teachers would not be bound to a
 specific school. They could market their
 skills to any school in their district or re
 gion, just as if they were in the private
 sector. Children could attend any public
 school in their district or region - no
 longer would they be assigned by neigh
 borhood. States would fund comparable
 children equally, without regard to tax

 base or neighborhood. If a child changed
 schools, state money would follow the
 child.

 For the first time, schools would have
 to compete for students. Operating in
 come would ultimately depend on cus
 tomer service, and poor families would
 have options enjoyed only by the affluent
 today.

 A system based on choice would insure
 greater equity. Funding all children
 equally would eliminate the gross dispar
 ities in resources among school districts
 today. Disadvantaged kids and those with
 special learning problems would get larg
 er stipends. That does two things: it
 recognizes the extra costs associated with
 providing those youngsters with quality
 education, and it gives the schools addi
 tional incentives to enroll them.

 To make sure that market imbalances
 don't result in racial imbalances, strict
 rules would insure integration in the
 schools. Free market principles can't be
 allowed to subvert constitutional guaran
 tees. Neither should a rigid public edu
 cation system be allowed to subvert the
 right to high-quality education.
 Well over one-fourth of today's school

 children are black or Hispanic, and about
 one-third of them never make it to gradu
 ation day. They're being failed by a sys
 tem that's not responsive to their needs.
 Let's not forget that those kids are the
 core of the labor pool we'll have to draw
 on in the 1990s, if not sooner.

 2. Restructuring. Albert Shanker,

 president of the American Federation of
 Teachers, complains that today's schools
 are still modeled on the schools at the turn
 of the century. They're still locked into
 the old hierarchical models of industry
 that industry itself discarded long ago.
 They still close down during the summer
 - just as they did when kids had to work
 on the farm.

 Schools today ought to look like the
 smartest high-tech companies look, with
 lean structures and flat organizations. To
 day's smart companies push decision
 making down into the organization. Pro
 fessionals and managers are trusted with
 the authority to get their jobs done, and
 they're held accountable for their per
 formance. I think the schools have to be
 structured that way, too.

 Every public school district with 2,500
 or more children - and there are 3,800
 of them - should reorganize into a year
 round, universal magnet system. Schools
 would be free to implement new teach
 ing strategies and learning methods. They

 would become special centers of compe
 tence in such areas as science and

 mathematics, telecommunications, and
 the performing arts.
 District offices would become service

 centers - helping schools, instead of dic
 tating to them. Schools would be man
 aged by their principals and teachers.
 They would decide what lab equipment
 they need, which textbooks to use, and
 where to buy services. They'd design
 their own curricula, set their own special

 'That's Professor Stroggmore. He retired three years ago and is still clean
 ing out his office."
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 Academic
 standards for all

 students have to be
 raised. How dare
 we consign our

 kids to two
 different futures!

 ties, and compete with other schools in
 a new education marketplace fueled by
 diversity and free choice. Special efforts
 would be made to inform minorities and
 the poor of their options.
 Schools would be open year-round

 with a new flexible term that would al
 low students to complete their schooling
 at their own pace. The traditional grade
 structure would be eliminated. Students
 would complete the work required at one
 level before moving on to the next. They
 could advance quickly in subjects they
 master easily, but slower and more de
 liberately in subjects that are harder for
 them. But in the end, they'd all know
 what they need to know to earn a diplo
 ma that means something.

 The year-round calendar would pro
 vide added flexibility. In today's econo
 my, some kids have to work to help sup
 port their families. A system of school
 quarters would mean that kids could at
 tend school all year long, take a quarter
 or two off, or combine work with school.
 It gives kids the option to break out of
 the lockstep of the grade structure.

 States would insure minimum levels of
 school performance by testing students
 annually. School-by-school ratings and
 comparative standings would be availa
 ble to parents. Schools that persist in poor
 performance would be closed.

 Restructuring schools along those lines
 amounts to an emancipation proclamation
 for principals, teachers, and students. It
 would free the schools to be innovative,
 creative centers of learning.

 3. Professionalism. A restructured,
 free-market public education system that

 gives teachers choice and autonomy won't
 work unless teachers are true profession
 als: masters of an academic knowledge
 base and trained to apply diverse teach
 ing methods in the classroom. These
 teachers will set their own curricula, se
 lect their own textbooks, and share in the
 direction of staff development.

 Standards will have to be raised for
 licensing, hiring, and retention. New
 standards should emphasize academic
 knowledge over methodology; what a
 teacher knows is far more important than
 how he or she is going to teach it. Un
 dergraduate degrees in education should
 be eliminated. All teachers should get
 a B.A. or a B.S. in an academic sub
 ject. A fifth year of preparation stress
 ing classroom experience under a mas
 ter teacher should be required before
 licensing. Doctors are required to serve
 internships before they're turned loose on
 patients. We should require no less of
 teachers before they're turned loose on
 our children.

 An important step in that direction was
 taken earlier this year by the Carnegie
 Forum on Education and the Economy
 when it established the National Board
 for Professional Teaching Standards. I
 was elected to serve on the new board,
 which will set standards for the teach
 ing profession, assess teachers' skills and
 knowledge, and certify advanced levels
 of teacher preparation and performance
 beyond state licensing.

 If you want to see a piece of teachers'
 future now, look at Rochester, New

 York. The Rochester schools signed a
 new contract with the teacher union that
 breaks new ground. It sets up a career
 ladder with three initial levels: intern,
 resident, and fully licensed professional.
 Finally, there will be highly-paid lead
 teachers - experienced teachers who
 would take the toughest assignments,
 guide new teachers, and be trouble
 shooters and leaders in the system.

 In Rochester and everywhere else,
 however, the road to higher salaries and
 professional autonomy for teachers has
 to be by way of accountability for stu
 dent performance. Otherwise, all we'll do
 is pay more for less. Teaching is the only
 profession I know of that if you do well,
 nothing good happens to you, and if you
 do poorly, nothing bad happens to you.
 We've got to insist that the free market
 reward successful teaching and that it dis
 cipline unsuccessful teaching. There can
 be only one measure of success or fail
 ure for teachers: student performance.

 4. Standards. Academic standards for
 all students have to be raised. How dare
 we arbitrarily consign our kids to two
 different futures! Why do the affluent get
 to go to college prep, while the disadvan
 taged get dumped into dead-end vocation
 al or general courses?
 All students must be held strictly ac

 countable to the new standards. Just as
 it is the teacher's job to teach, it is the
 students' job to learn - no promotions
 without performance.

 Elementary schools should require for
 eign languages, music, geography, and

 "Could you be more specific about the college 'financial aid plan - beyond
 just What's the current status of your life's savings?' "
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 history. And they should provide an in
 troduction to computer technology.
 At a minimum, high schools should re

 quire of every student the flexible-term
 equivalent of four years of English, three
 years of math and history, two years of
 the same foreign language, two years of
 a natural or physical science, and one
 year of computer science. Students must
 maintain a C average in every subject to
 participate in extracurricular activities.

 Kids today are smarter than educators
 give them credit for. They know that a
 diploma doesn't mean anything in the real
 world, so they drop out or float along.
 Sometimes it seems as though we're more
 concerned with getting junk food out of
 the school cafeteria than we are with
 getting junk courses out of the school
 curriculum. High standards would make
 a diploma mean something - but only
 if we apply the same high standards to
 everybody across the board.

 Every student - without exception -
 should master a core curriculum equiva
 lent to college-entrance requirements.
 Kids who need extra help should get it.
 But every student has a right to learn the
 common core of information and skills
 required by a modern economy and a
 democratic society.

 5. Values. Anyone who thinks it's pos
 sible to have a value-neutral education is
 dead wrong. Everything is not relative,
 and there are plenty of constants in our
 American values. Exclude values from
 the schools, and you teach that values
 aren't important. They are important, and
 the schools have historically been the
 transmission belt carrying values from
 one generation to the next.
 We are producing a generation of

 young Americans that neither under
 stands nor appreciates our democratic so
 ciety. Our schools must teach a love of
 democracy and insure that that love is
 passed on from generation to generation.
 Our children should understand the great
 documents of American citizenship and
 their ethical, moral, and religious under
 pinnings. Schools should not prosely
 tize on religion and morality, but neither
 should they ignore their importance in
 American history.

 I agree that children need to learn the
 difference between right and wrong at
 home and at church. But the school is
 the bearer of society's standards. It, too,
 needs to reinforce the values shared by
 all in our society: ethical considerations,
 moral precepts, and the responsibili
 ties of citizenship. A democratic society

 won't stay democratic very long if it
 doesn't teach a love of democracy and in
 sure that that love is passed on to its chil
 dren.

 Public schools should recognize that
 children can and should learn integrity
 as well as literature, morality as well
 as science. Just as a pluralistic, diverse
 economy needs people with a solid core
 of knowledge skills, a pluralistic, diverse

 JUst as it is
 the teacher's job

 to teach, it is
 the student's job
 to learn - no

 promotion without
 performance.

 society needs people grounded in a solid
 core of ethical values. The Harvard Busi
 ness School is not the place to start teach
 ing values and ethics.

 6. Federal responsibility. The feder
 al government's role in education is limit
 ed and should continue to be so. Within
 that limited role, however, the federal
 government has a lot more maneuvering
 room than it's using.
 The one area in which Washington

 ought to excel - and doesn't - is re
 search. Public education is a $150
 billion-a-year business, but the federal
 government spends only $100 million on
 research to support it. That works out to
 less than .1 %. At least three times that
 amount - $300 million - should be ap
 propriated for research on school and
 classroom organization, on learning the
 ories and instructional techniques, and on
 emerging educational technologies.
 Can you imagine where American

 companies would be in the competitive
 scheme of things if they spent less than
 .1 % of their revenues on research? At

 Xerox, we regularly invest roughly 7%
 in research and development. That comes
 to roughly $750 million a year.

 Educational research doesn't even have

 a line in the federal budget summaries.
 The U.S. government spends more mon
 ey on agricultural research than it does
 on educational research. It's no wonder
 we know more about pork bellies and
 soybean futures than we do about our
 schools.
 Only one federal program measures

 student academic achievement on a regu
 lar basis: the National Assessment of
 Educational Progress (NAEP), known as
 "the nation's report card." The NAEP is
 the major vehicle for the nationwide col
 lection of data on school and student per
 formance. Its budget is only $4 million
 a year. A study commissioned by the
 U.S. Department of Education recom
 mends increasing that budget to $26 mil
 lion.

 A free-market public education system
 would welcome such an increase. It
 would allow the NAEP to compile state
 by-state data for the first time, and it
 would permit testing beyond reading,
 writing, and math to include a wider va
 riety of subjects, such as science, geog
 raphy, and history.
 Xerox is involved in some education

 al research of its own. Last year we es
 tablished the Institute for Research on
 Learning (IRL), a nonprofit learning in
 stitute that is using the methods of artifi
 cial intelligence research to study how
 people think and learn. IRL is associated
 with the Graduate School of Education
 at the University of California, Berkeley.

 Xerox is actively seeking other com
 panies and organizations to join as part
 ners and collaborate with us on the re
 search. Last year we reached new re
 search agreements with Stanford Univer
 sity, the Learning Research and Develop

 ment Center at the University of Pitts
 burgh, and the Institute for the Teaching
 of Science, located in Kiel, West Ger
 many.

 IRL has a staff of 15, including world
 class scientists in fields ranging from
 anthropology and physics to comput
 er science, psychology, and linguistics.
 They are trying to merge new theories
 of learning with new breakthroughs in
 microprocessor technology and artificial
 intelligence. The goal is to develop per
 sonalized learning systems that build on
 a student's own thought processes and ex
 perience.

 Xerox invested $5 million to set up
 IRL. The company won't make a dime
 out of it, but we're glad to do it, because
 it's a way to put back into society some
 of what we'll learn. But the work at IRL
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 This economy
 is centered on
 information and
 knowledge, and

 education is
 the essential
 raw material.

 is so innovative that our people say it
 could only be done privately. Shouldn't
 the federal government also be investing
 in research with the potential to help our
 kids learn?

 Beyond research, we should also spend
 more money on school reorganization
 and innovation. Up to $50,000 in match
 ing funds should go to school districts that
 agree to design a "universal magnet sys
 tem." A "venture capital" fund of $40 mil
 lion should be created to help finance in
 novative experiments in teaching and
 school organization. If that sounds like
 a lot of money, $40 million works out to
 $1 per student in the public school sys
 tem. College loans to those training to be
 teachers should be forgiven in return for
 specializing in critically needed skills or
 for agreeing to teach in hardship areas.

 Finally, the government should fully
 fund such proven programs as Chapter

 "I'd like to be a game show host, do
 some product endorsements, and make
 guest appearances on talk shows."

 1 and Head Start. Chapter 1 currently
 reaches only about half of all eligible stu
 dents. Head Start has a track record of
 over 20 years of success, but it current
 ly serves only about 20% of eligible kids.

 It would cost $10 billion to $12 billion
 to fully fund both programs, about dou
 ble what we're spending now. I think
 that's money well-spent, and I'm in good
 company - so does the Committee for
 Economic Development (CED). In its
 new report, Children in Need, the CED
 recommends that Chapter 1 and Head
 Start be fully funded. Both programs
 have to reach all disadvantaged children.
 Federal investments in education ought
 to be at levels that are realistic in light
 of the problems faced by our schools and
 our nation.

 RT >? SUM UP my education re
 covery plan: free market choice;
 restructuring to make the school
 the primary agent of educa

 tion; a professionalized, accountable
 teacher corps; high academic standards;
 traditional values; and an appropriate fed
 eral role. Those are six points of an edu
 cation recovery plan that can move us to
 ward the schools of the future. The plan
 is neither liberal nor conservative; it's not

 Democratic or Republican. It's a platform
 on which the candidates of both parties
 can run.

 Like it or not, the federal government
 has changed the terms of the education
 agenda - probably for years to come.
 Instead of looking to Washington for

 more money, the American public is now
 clamoring for more accountability. Ac
 cording to the most recent Gallup Poll of
 the Public's Attitudes Toward the Public
 Schools, reported in the September 1987
 Kappan, 84% of Americans think the
 federal government should require states
 and local school districts to meet mini
 mum education standards.*

 There's an old saying that education is
 a local activity, a state responsibility, and
 a national concern. Only a President with
 a genuine interest in public education can
 express that national concern effectively
 enough to make things happen. The fu
 ture of our workforce is at stake.

 This economy is centered on informa
 tion and knowledge, and education is the
 essential raw material. The backbone of

 our workforce comprises people who
 deal mainly with the formation and re
 finement of ideas. We're going to need
 employees who are not only proficient in
 the basic skills, but who also know how
 to think and how to communicate what
 they're thinking. We'll need workers who
 can adjust to change, who can absorb
 new ideas, and who can share them eas
 ily with others.
 We are in a new era of lifelong learn

 ing that merges work and education; most
 jobs of the future will probably be re
 structured every seven years. That's go
 ing to require constant business invest

 ment in education and training. Indeed,
 some studies show that college, as expen
 sive as it is, will account for only a frac
 tion of a person's lifetime education costs.
 Business will absorb most of those addi
 tional education costs under the mantle
 of training and development.
 We can expect to spend the equivalent

 of 20% of an employee's lifetime earn
 ings on training - as much as $200,000
 to $300,000 per person. Incredibly, even
 by today's standards, that's more than
 we'll spend on employee health-care
 costs.

 Those of us in business are accustomed
 to measuring everything in dollars and
 cents, even something as intangible as
 education. But we should not forget that
 education is the cornerstone of every
 civilization, including our own. This past
 year marked the beginning of the bi
 centennial of the U.S. Constitution, the
 clearest definition of this country's ideas
 of civilization. Perhaps the most funda
 mental of those ideas is that democracy
 is based on an educated citizenry: a pub
 lic that understands the issues, makes in
 telligent decisions about them, and ex
 presses those decisions in the voting
 booth.
 We can't pass our civilization on to the

 next generation, unless that generation
 has the ability to learn it. And right now,
 it doesn't look like it does. For two cen
 turies, public schools have been a mir
 ror image of society, reflecting the mo
 rality, the progress, and the hopes and
 dreams of the times. For two centuries,
 public schools have been the vehicle by
 which our civilization is passed on to
 each new generation.

 It occurs to me that today's kinder
 gartners will be the first high school
 graduates of the 21st century. Let's give
 them a head start on their future. Let's
 start now, because when you come right
 down to it, their future is our future. [

 *Alec M. Gallup and David L. Clark, "The 19th
 Annual Gallup Poll of the Public's Attitudes Toward
 the Public Schools," Phi Delta Kappan, Septem
 ber 1987, p. 23.
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